
8. Possession Passing
Skills
Dat e:
 

Venue:
Playing Fie ld

Durat io n: No  o f  Players: Abilit y / Level:
Beginner

Sessio n Go als:
In this session we develop your players possession
passing skills - using the pass as a too l to  keep the
ball!

Perso nal Co aching Go als:
Keeping possession is not only a great way to  create
chances, as you progress up the pitch, but it's also  a
fantastic way to  tire out your opposition - as you
make them work hard to  chase the ball.

Equipment :
Balls, Bibs, Cones and Ladders (if no  ladders use sticks)

Set Up

Pitch Layout  

 

Time at training is
precious!
To ensure your
players are working
hard throughout set
up the cones for this
session before your
players arrive to
training.
Diagram shows a
suggested pitch set-
up for this session.
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Warm Up

Ladder drills
Coaching Tips

If
you
have
4

ladders split your group in two and then let
them do both exercises at the same time.
Then swap them over.
Otherwise do these exercises one after the
other.
Ensure players move at pace, with sharp
changes of direction and use their arms to
pump through the ladders.

 

Ladde r 1:
Place both feet in
each rung before
continuing along the
ladder.
At the end of the first
ladder players must
sidestep around one
of the the outside
cones and then back
into the middle to go
through the second ladder.
Ladde r 2:
Run through the first ladder, placing two feet in each rung as
you go and then z ig-z ag in and out of the cones, always
facing forward.
Finally, run through the second ladder.

Pass and receive static wall
Notes

See how many passes you can make.

 

Split your group in
half. The white team
each has a ball. The
blue team position
themselves evenly
around the coned
area and remain
static.
The white players
make a pass to one of
the static players but
are not allowed to receive the ball from the same player so
they must move around the grid to find a new ball.
On receiving a different ball, they then carry the ball and look
for a new player to make the next pass to
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Passing as a team

Keep your distance
Notes

Important:
If one player misses the ball all players
have to run to where the ball has gone and
continue passing, remaining the same
distance apart as before. 

4 Players have to
pass the ball around
the outside of a
square of cones in
any direction.
After a few minutes
remove the cones.
The players have to
now continue passing
around, keeping the
same distance to each
other as if the cones were still there.

Interceptor
Coaching Tips

Change the siz e of the grid to ensure the
defending player stands a good chance of
making the interception.
If it's too easy for the defender increase
the siz e of the square and vice versa if it's
too hard for the defender.

 

4 Players with one ball
can only be outside
the square of cones.
A player is chosen to
play inside the area.
The players on the
outside have to pass
the ball through the
square while the
player in the middle
tries to intercept the
ball.

Condit ioned Games

Tag in Possession
Coaching Tips

To start with the tagging player can work
without their stick in hand. As players
improve get the tagging player to run with
their stick in hand. 

5 players work with 1
ball.
The player in the
middle has to try and
tag the player in
possession of the ball.

Kabadi
Coaching Tips

With beginners it is better that the player
trying to win the ball back has no stick and
has to tag the player in possession of the
ball. This gives the players in possession
more time on the ball.
With more advanced players allow 2
players in to try and win the ball back.

 

2 Teams, each team
has their own area in
which they keep
possession by
passing the ball
around.
The other team can
send one player
across to try and win
the ball for their side.
If they manage to win
possession the roles reverse and the other team passes the
ball inside their own area.
The winning team is the first team to put 10 passes together
without losing the ball.
Probably best to start with teams of 6 and still keep the rule of
catch the stick.
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